
Tower & Weather station checklist

Motus Towers
 Tripod level, not sunk
 Orientation of antennas OK, antennas level
 Solar panel cleaned with light soapy water if 

needed
 Guy wires taught
 Stakes firm

Web interface
 UTM/Clock okay and updating
 Frequency showing 166.380
 Files copied to computer
 Machine rebooted
 Tested that a tag is registering.  Test tag #:_______

Weather Station
Find white tab at bottom center of the white box near 
the solar panel and slide up until the indicator on the 
side and front line up.  
 Check that the following sensors are working:
TEMP OUT, WIND, HUM, DAILY RAIN
 Check UV sensors by pressing 2nd and then RAIN YR 

(center of console) for UV and 2nd and RAIN Day for 
solar (bottom right)

*Note: Zero is a legitimate number, dashes are a sign 
that no data is being recorded.
 Download data onto laptop using the WeatherLink

software

Weather Station Continued
Solar panel
 Panel cleaned light soapy water if needed

Solar sensor
 Diffuser cleaned with ethanol (if available).  *do 

not clean with other solutions, even denatured 
because this can mess with the sensor.  Do not 
touch small white diffusers with fingers

 Sensor is level (bubble in the center)

Anemometer
 Pointing magnetic north?  If not, record bearing 

and adjust
 Remove any dust or debris, ensure it spins

Rain collector
 Clean any debris off the collector cone
 If necessary, turn counter clockwise to open and 

clean the screen *be careful not to scratch the 
silver coating

Radiation shield
 Wipe with a damp cloth
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Location : 

***Should have initial antenna orientations listed 
somewhere nearby with 5 element and 4 element ends 

Date Initials Top
antenna 
bearing

Middle 
antenna
bearing

Bottom
Antenna 
bearing

Notes
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